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Polybius 3.25.3 («An Alliance concerning Pyrrhus»)
ANDREW J. HEISSERER
1. The passage under question is the initial clause of the agreement made
between Rome and Carthage ca. 279/8 B. C. during the Italian adventure of
King Pyrrhus of Epirus, and constitutes an important cmx in Romano-Punic
relations. The fulí text of this pact (hereafter referred to as P3, i. e., the
«third» treaty given by Polybius at 3.25.3-5) is reported by the Greek
historian alonel. The text of 3.25.3 shows:
‘E&v uvgpa~íc¡v nouin’za¡ irpóc flóppov,
~yypcnrzov ,toz~ia,9wrnv &p«pózepo’, Yva
A~Q fio~9stv a~Unh,zc Av VJ TWV iro2c~iiov-
ptvwv x#c~
The critical question about the first clause has always been whether pros is
to be transíated «with» or «against», that is, are Rome and Carthage forming
an alliance with Pyrrhus or against him? Scholarship for te most part has
been concerned with providing an explication du texte, with an occasional
1 For text and commentary seo Hatto 1-1. Schmitt, DieStaatsvertráge des Altertums (=St Va),
vol. 3 (Múnchen, 1969), Pp. 101-106 (punctuation discussed but not decided for 3.25.3); and
E. W. Walbank, A Historical Commentary on Polybius. vol. 1 (Oxford, 1957), pp. 349-351; vol. 2(Oxford, 1967), pp. 635-636; vol. 3 (Oxford, 1979), pp. 766-767. The notes in Jules de Foucault,
Polybe, Histoires Livre ¡¡1. Budé cd. (Paris, 1971), PP. 61 and 197 are helpful batí do not follow
his punctuation, which agrees with Ihat of Th. Buittner-Wobst, Polybios. Historiae, 2d cd.(Leipzig, 1905-1924), p. 241. Por Iaíest discussion of Ihis Polybian passage, see D. Flach,
Historia 27 (1978), pr,. 615-617; Marina R. Torelli, Rerum Romanorwn Fontes (Pisa, 1978), Pp.
177-178; P. Garoufalias, Fyrrhus. King of Epirus, 2d ed. (London, 1979), Pp. 381-385, ns. 8-12;
and E. Badian, «Two Polybian Treaties» in ‘NAJAO XAPIN, Miscellanea di Síudi Classici in
onore di Eugenio Manni, vol. 1 (Roma, 1980), pr,. 161-169. Ido not discuss here the controversial
topic of the date for P3, for which many proposaís 1-ave been made (between winter 28 I/O and
278), the common one being 279/8.
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glance at what might have been the Latin equivalent of the Greek termino-
logy. Polybius himself makes it perfectly olear that the text of the first treaty
between Rome and Carthage (PI= 3.22.4-13) was written in such archaic
Latin that even the most intelligent Romans of his own time (when he was in
Rome, ca 168-150) scarcely comprehended its terms (3.22.3); presumably the
same was true about the language of the second treaty (P2=3.24.3-13),
concluded ca. 34~2~ Provided that archaic Latin developed in a more or less
linear fashion, the language of P3 will not have appeared quite so ancient
since that document dated from the time of Pyrrhus, but nevertheless there
will have been difliculties here also because it, states the historian, was added
to the previous compacts (3.25.2). He also asserts that even the most expert
Roman and Punie statesmen were ignorant in his day of alí these agreements
(3.26.2).
There is no question that these conventions were also recorded in Punic,
the Carthaginians keeping texts in their own archives. The Romans had their
own copies engraved «on bronze tablets beside the Temple of Jupiter
Capitolinus in the treasury of the aediles» (3.26.1). The treaties were bilingual
in at least one sense, namely, that each city retained a text in its own
language. Given the fact that Carthage was the preeminent power in the
Western Mediterranean at the time of te writing of te documents, it is no
surprise that modern scholars have discerned «Carthaginian drafting» of
their provisions3. The content of the treaties reflects a Latin characterwherever a specifically Roman interest is at stake (e. g., the manus ¡n¡ect¡o
mirrored in 3.24.6), but inasmuch as it is recognized that Punic diplomatie
form pervades tese documents, there should be nothing startling about
finding Punic expressions echoed in them. Indeed, acknowledgment of this
circumstance is a prerequisite for understanding Polyb. 3.25.3.
2. Let us begin by seeing if Semitie parallels offer any sensible guidelines
for comprehendíng te document transíated by Polybius. In this area of
investigation we are unfortunately hampered by the lack of sufficiently
detailed Phoenician¡Punic texts, but comparison with Biblical examples
constitutes a legitimate endeavor, for it is well known that Hebrew and
Phoenician were especially close with respect to their vocabulary and syntax4.
It is a pity that the Septuagint does not provide a single example of the
expression rroíeTa&u aup¡nyiav %pY zzv~ with a corresponding Hebrew
narrative5, but general analogy ofYers many examples.
2 The dates for PI and P2, of course, are also much debated but will not be treated in this
paper; for texí, commentary, and bibliography see R. Werner and 1-1. Bengtson, Sí 1/A, vol. 2, 2d
cd. (Múnchen, 1975), pr,. 16-20 (Pl) and pr,. 306-209 (P2) with Addenda.
3 Walbank, vol. 1, p. 364; so also E. Táubler, Imperiun, Romanum (Leipzig and Berlin, 1913),
pr,. 263-264 and 270-271.
4 5. Segert, A Grammar of Phoenician antE Punic (Múnchen, 1976), pr,. 18-24; he dernarcates
Wesíern Phoenician (to the Sth ccntury B. C.) from Punic (Sth cent. to 146 B. C.) and from Late
or Neo-Punic (146 B. C. to the Sth century A. D.). Also very helpful for Phoenician steíae is John
C. L. Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Se,nilic Inscriptions, vol. 3 (Oxford, 1982).
~ Examples of the Greek exr,ression occur in the Books of Ihe Maccabees, but 1 Macc. is a
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There are various ways by which West Semitie expressed the construction,
«to make an alliance/league/covenant». The Biblical krt bryt (with various
prepositions, as we shall see) is the stock phrase6, sometimes combined with
‘lh («oath-covenant», Phoe. ‘it)7. The most likely idioms can be grouped
under two categories, with references to appropriate passages in the MT
(Masoretie Text) with teir equivalents in te LXX (Septuagint) and the
Vulgate; wherever possible citations from Phoenician/Punic inscriptions are
given.
a) The most common expression is krt bryt 1 («to cut a convenant
to/for/with>98. The prepositional element here is customarily rendered in the
LXX and te Vulgate by the normal Greek dative and the Latin cian (Ex.
23.32; Jos. 9.6,7,11; 2 Sam 5.3; 1 Reg. 20.34; 2 Reg. 11.4; Esdr. 10.3; Ls. 55.3),
although the Latin also employs the dat. (Is. 61.8; Jer. 31.31, 32.40; Ez.
37.26). On one occasion the Greek has ¿uv~uzeáa¿¿ >~ ¿zS»q ezq no22oú~, for
which the Latín is confirmab¡tpactumn mult¡s (Dan. 9.27); oran ahí. abs. may
occur, as at Jos. 9.15 (cum e¡s... initofoedere). The range of expressions found
in the Vulgate (and to a lesser extent in the LXX) derives in general from the
possible modes of transiation, but more particularly from the fact that
Semitic 1, which is an inseparable preposition, always denotes some reía-
tionship between or among parties; íts basic definition of’sconcerning, about,
with reference to» acquires its proper meaning from the immediate context,
an observation underscored by BDB in their comment that 1 with verbs of
dealing suggests «acting towards (whether with friendly or hostile intent)9».
transiation from a Hebrew original that does not exisí any more, and 2-4 Macc. were originally
writíen in Greek. See Jonathan A. Goldstein, ¡ Maccabees, te Anchor Bible series (New York,
1976), pp. 14-16 nnd 90-103. In Maccabees the preposition in the phrase «lo make an alliance
with someone» is always cum in Latin, pros (1 Mace. 12.16; 14.18,24) or meta (1 Macc. 8.20) in
Greek. ‘Ibis is to be expected in a Hellenistic te~Ú so late and has no bearing on the
argumentation presented here.
E It is noí correct to say that óp~o« tñpve¡v corresponds to krl bryl because, despite dic
semantic paralíel («to cut a covenant.oath»), the common equivalence of bryt is 6iaS~q; cf. J.
H. Moulton and <3. Mihigan, Tire Vocabulary of tEte Greek Testamení (London, 1930), s. y.; and
E. Tov in Revue Biblique 83(1976), pp. 534 and 542. Although A. Penna, Bibíita 46 <1965), pr,.
149-180, points out that uov,91»cq is the usual Greek word for «treaty» and thaI bza8qx~
(«testament») is obviously used in Ihe Bible with strong reíigious overtones, nevertheless Ihere is
no question thaI dialh¿ké means «Alliance>,, «treaty», «league», etc. OnIy a few times does
synth¿ké appear in te OT (a varianí reading al 2 Reg. 17.14; It. 28. 15, 30.1; Dan. 11.6). Itt
sense at 2 Reg. 17.l4is Ihe sarne as diaíhiké, which appears a few verses later (17.35,38); al Is.
28.15, a metaphorical passage («WC have made a covenaní with death, and with helí are we at
agreemení»), ihe first clause is written with diathéké, Ihe second with synthik¿. With respecí lo
krt bryt it is clear that it denotes not only <dreaty» buí also «league» and «alliance», for Ibis
expression is «... employée dans tous les genres relatifs á 1’alliance»: P. Buis, «Les formulaires
d’alliance», VT 16 (1966), p. 398.
7 For exazaple, bryl and ‘Eh occur íogether at Gen. 26.28; Deut. 29.11,13,19-20.
1’. Brown, 5. R. Driver, and Ch. Briggs, A Hebrew and Englisir Lexicon of Ihe Oíd
Teslamení (Oxford, 1962), p. 136 (hereafter=BDB). See alto Ch.-F. Jean and 3. Hoftijzer,
Dictionnaire des inscriptions sémitiques de louest (Leiden, 1965), p. 127 (~DISO). Fuil citations
for alt Biblical examples of bryt can be found in W. Baumgartner, Hebriliscires und Aramiliscires
Lexicon zum Alíen Testamení. 1 (Leiden, 1967), pp. 150-152. A variant of the usual len bryt
occurs wiíh the causative of qwm (Gen. 6.18, 9.11, 17.7; 2 Sara. 23.5) and once with ‘br (Deul.
29.11); in later Biblical writings nín bryt also appears.
~ BDB, p. 510. These examples from Ihe Bible concem both the convenant between God and
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A good example in this regard is zkr 1, which means «to remember for» (i. e.,
in favor of) at Jet. 2.2, but «to remember against» at Ps. 137.7. Thus the
lamed in ka bryt 1 essentially signifies «in regard to» and only a considera-
tion of te literary and historical context determines whether it is equivalent
to dat. commod¡ vel ¡ncommod¡.
Bryí is not attested in any Phoenician¡Punic text, but its related term ‘It
does occur in the Arsían Tash 1 stele, an incantation text of the 7t century B.
C., te language of which appears tobe a mixture of Phoenician andAramaic
(KAI no. 27)10:
line 8) ...
9) rl In ‘it
11) ¡ti...
Here too the lamed with its pronominal suffix can be transíated either «with
us» or «against us», but the context of the document makes it evident that
the meaning is, «Ashur (line 10) cut with us an eternal pact (covenant-oath);
he cut (it) with us». To some extent the same sense could be deduced from
linguistie consíderations because the idea «to make an alliance» ordinarily
denotes a friendly action, the preposition merely linking the verb with the
object of the action («with») —provided that the activity of two co-operating
parties is being described—. But if a third party is added, the historical
situation immediately becomes complicated, especially if an ellipsis has
occurred in the critical clause, e. g., «A makes an alliance with B (against C)»
is the same as «A and fimake an alliance regarding C». Unfortunately, to the
best of my knowledge we do not have any Phoenician¡Punic text that
suggests how this would be expressed, but there is a relevant Biblical hapax
at Ps. 83.6: ‘lyq bryt ykrtw («and theyform a league against you»)11. In theLXX this becomes xaz& uoi5 ¿5¡cc»~xqv <Síé,9ezo and in te Vulg. adversum te
testameníum disposuerunt. The Greek and thc Latin prepositions here
man as welI as treaties between mortals. The I-febrew, generalíy making no distinction between
the contractrng pates in íts modes of expression, does not lend itself readily to distinctions
betwecnfoedus aequwn andfoedus iniquwn. At times the coníext indicates that a superior entity(God, the Assyrian Empire, etc.) is imposing the terms upon (1) the other, i. e., a suzerainty
treaty; but more reccnt investigation shows that len bryt denotes mutual obligations and
conditions, especiaíly in the flrst millennium B. C.: D. J. McCarthy, Oíd Testament Covenaní
(Richmond, Virg., 1972), Pp. 2-4 with bibliography.
~0 Hereafter KAI refers to 1-1. Donner and W. Róllig, Kanaanñische und Aramáiscire
Inschr¡fien, 3d cd., 3 vols. (Wiesbaden, 1971). For the Arsían Tash stele, see also Gibson, op. cii.,
p. 83 with comm.; Segert, op. cii., p. 209; Richard S. Tomback, A Comparazive Semitic Lexicon
of¡he Phoenician and Punic Languages (Missoula, Mont., 1978), p. 22 (with reference to a similar
idiom in Akk., «written agreement») and p. 149. In an Aramale inscription from Hadad ca. 750
B. C. the local king speaks ahout krt by, «a firm (covenant) struck with me», but this is not a
comumon preposition with this idiom; sae John C. L. Gibson, Textbook of Synian Semitie
Inscnipíions. vol. 2 (Oxford, 1975), p. 67.
II Since the construction krt bryt 1 does not occur elsewhere in the Bibíe, M. Dahood has
proposed emending the text from ‘ál6ka, «against you», to ‘óléka (participle from ‘áláh), «your
enemies»: Fsalms 11, 51-100 (New York, 1968), p. 274.
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correspond precisely to te Hebraic ‘1, and subsequent verses, not surprí-
singly, specify «tey» as te enemies of Israel. fle difficulty is that Friedrich
lists only a few examples in Phoenician¡Punic where this Semitic preposition,
independently or combined wit anoter preposition, clearly means
«against»; its usual sense in Punic is «upon, over, in charge of» 12
There are other variations to the standard formula. fle prepositions in
krt bryt ‘t and krt bryt ‘ni both signify «with», tere being no essential
difference in the two words’3. mese do not present any serious difficulty, andin tis idiom ‘t can be transíated as nieta in one verse (2 Sam. 3.12) and pros
in te very next verse. So too ‘ni is represented by nieta or pros in the LXX
(Gen. 26.28, Ex. 24.8; Deut. 5.2.3; Hos. 12.2), and for the most part these
examples and others show cum in te Vulgate 14• Qf course, varíants occur
with these idioms also, as one would expect: te Greek dat. is commonly
found representing the Hebraic ‘t, e. g., Gen. 15.18; Ex. 34.27 (bis); Deut.
28.69; Ps. 105.9 (ad Abraham); and syn appears after synthéké at 2 Reg.
17.24. The is, however, a major difference with the epigraphic evidence. me
preposition ‘m is attested only once in Phoenician/Funic texts as mt
(«beside»)15; it need not be considered seriously as a candidate for the Punic
clause underlying Polyb. 3.25.3. On the other hand, ‘t is well attested in the
inscriptions, even though never in a treaty formula16.
12 J. Friedrich and W. R5llig, Piróniziscir-Puniscire Grammatik. 2d ed. (Roma, 1970), pr,. 125-
126; cf. Tomback, op. cii., pr,. 243-2~.
13 It has been asserted that 1 and ‘m function in a manner similar to pezá and a,5v, íhe former
indicating «accompaniment» and the lalter «connection» (B. Davies, Hebrew and Chaldee
Lexicon. 2d cd. (Boston, 1875), p. 72, s. y.). This distinction is hardly correct, for the two Greek
prepositions are synonymous (so also their I-Iebrew counterparts), except tal syn is preferred in
certain phrases (cf. LSJ, s. y.). Stylistic factors explain their use and distribution; in general the
LXX uses syn.
14 Even with ‘ni caution is needed. In modern Hebrew mi can mean «with me» or «against
me», depending upon context.
I5 Tomback, op. cii., p. 251. The closesí íinguístíc parallel in a treaty is the Sefire stele lA,
which records in archaic Aramaic conventions of ca. 750 and which regularly employs dy ‘ni in
expressions lilce «treaty of X with Y» (lines 1,2,4-5); see Gibson, op. cii., vol. 2, pp. 28-35, who
observes that ‘dy usualíy designates afoedus iniquum but may lii these documents refer to treaties
between equals.
16 Cf. Friedrich and Róllig, loc. cit.; Segert, op. cii.. p. 213 (66.712); and Tomback, op. cii.,
Pp. 38-39. A complicating factor is te presence in West Semitic of the particle ‘t, which
functioned as the sip of the definite direct object. In Phoenician it is usuaíly written ‘yí. but in
Punie, aíthough ‘yt is attested, ‘í can stand for either te preposition or the nota accusativi. There
are Biblical instances where a single sentence contains both types of ‘í, both always in construct(Gen. 17.21; Ez. 16.60a; Zach. 11.10), and marginal glosses lo theOT illustrate Ihe irksomeness
which this Iinguistic feature posed for scribes. In lighl of the ubiquitous appearance of the object~
marker in West Semitic, one wonders if it was presení in te Puníc texí of P3 and became a
source of confusion, first in being traslated into Latin and Ihen mío Polybius’ Greek, exempli
gratia, <df they meet Pyrrhus (‘1 Pr in dic sense of «approach», «encounter») by means of an
alliance (b’lt%’>, which could have produced something along the unes of societate ad Purrom. Qn
the object-marker sae Friedrich and RóIlig, op. cii., pp. 125-126; and especially Maria-José
Fuentes Estañol, Vocabulario Fenicio (Barcelona, 1980), p. 76, who gives te Latín transcriptions
for both the preposition and the nota accusativi found in Plautus’ Poenulus. 7. 8. Harris, A
Cramniar of ihe Piroenician 4,,anguage (new Haven, 1936), p. 63 is to be used with caution,
especially concerning his remarks on CIS 1, 1 (=KAI no. lO), on which sea Segert, op. cii., p. 205
and Tomback, op. cii., p. 14.
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b) As in other languages, so in West Semitic there are various periphras-
tic constructions that express the thought, «to make an alliance with
someone». Thus at 2 Chr. 20.35 a form of hbr is used with te preposition ‘m
and followed by an infinitive of purpose, for which the LXX has txoíwbv~-
gev... npóq and te Vulg. inuit amicitias (nonien regis) cum (flamen regis)
=«and Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, joined himself with Ahaziah, king of
Israel». Similar instances occur in the same section (2 Chr. 20.36 and 37, the
latter showing the Greek dat.) and at Dan. 11.2317, Forms derived from the
same root and meaning «colleagues» or «associates» appear on three Punic
stelae of different dates 18, but there is nothing to suggest that these Punie
forms were ever part of a treaty formula. me statement «to give assistance»
is another way of indicating an alliance, usually represented in the MT by
forms derived from ‘zr and often combined with the preposition 1, (Jos. 1.14;
1 Reg. 20.16; 1 Chr. 12.21). A reference to «allies» under a form of ‘zr
appears in CIS 1, 91, line 219, but this idiom is too rare to be regarded as the
expression that appeared ~ P320.
To sum up: of the various alternatives within the aboye two categories,
the most logical choice for the Punic text of Polyb. 3.25.3 is the idiom krt ‘it
1, the last element performing as a dat. of advantage or disadvantage.
3. In the foregoing discussion we have concerned ourselves with techni-
ques of translation2l. Idiosyncracies inevitably abound in going from onetongue to another. If, for example, we consider verbs of striving, contending,
and fighting, we see that these are customarily rendered with the preposition
«wíth» ín many language systems. That confusion can arise in these cases
every schoolmaster knows who has taught, Romani saepe cuni Gal/ls pugna-
bant, for whicb the corresponding Qreek equivalent is uáxea,9«z with npóc or
the dat., while the statement «to fight against someone with (the help of)
others» is expressed by páxeo’&a/zro¿ep¿tv ~rp¿5~zzva ye-u’ &Uwv¡aóv vaív
(citations in LSJ, s. y.). The Hebrew verb 1km and its derived noun nilhmuz are
used in this idiom with a host of preopositions but amost always with no
confusion because, in a manner perhaps more striking than in 1-E, the notion
of hostility (i. e., the semantic content) is contained completely within the
verb itself, and the preposition has a purely syntactical function; it only
denotes the noun with which te verb is to be construed. In the light of this
reality, it is alí the more interesting to witness occasions where some
17 At Dan. 11.23 Ihe verb is an Aramaic formol Mr, the preposition is ‘1 (the only use of this
preposítion In a treaíy formula), the punctuation disputed, ánd the context obscure.
I8 Tomback, ibid.. p. 97, citing KAI nos. 69 and 159 and CRAI (1968), p. 117.
19 Cited by Tomhack, ibid., p. 241.
20 For Ihis reason 1 exclude frora consideration Biblical hapax legomena such as brkh at 2
Reg. 18.31 (=Is. 36.16) and ‘mnh at Neh. 9.38 (10.1). Qn the other haud, one cannot overlook
the pecuíiarly Phoenician/Punic preposition dí, which carnes the meaning «togeter with»(German senil) in a few Punic inscriptions and which seems lo be connected with Aramaic
«which belongs lo». But Ihereis nothing to suggest its use in treaty formulae; cf Friednich and
RáIIig, op. cii., p. 126; and Segert, op. cii., p. 163.
21 Sen 8. Brock, GRBS 20 (1979), pp. 69-87.
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misconception occurred. For example, at 1 Chr. 5.10 («they fought with/a-
gainst te Agarites») te preposition ‘nr becomes pros in the Greek, but a few
verses later in the same idiom at 5.19 nieta (both rendered by contra). So also
at Ps. 55.19 we read, «He will deliver my soul in peace from those who assail
me: for there were many with me». The Hebrew usage with ‘ni means
literally, «for with many (allies) are they with me», i. e., they come against
me (so Gesenius)22. In te LXX this becomes ózí Av iroflnk t~a~v a~v Apol andin the Vulg. quon 1am ínter multos erant mecum. Yet clearly syn and cian,
admittedly in a poetic passage, are prone to a misleading interpretation, as
nieta aboye, and only an examination of the context saves te reader. Other
instances can be adduced23.
As we have noticed aboye, a friendly idea is implicit in the expression «to
make an alliance with someone», and accordingly we would not expect
symmachia pros to convey a hostile notion —at least not in ordinary
circumstances—. Rut a special difflculty arises in translating pros by «with»
at 3.25.3, for the sense produced is, <df either the Romans or the Carthagi-
nians make an alliance with Pyrrhus, they both shall. . .»24. mis sense,
however, corresponds not to the text at 3.25.3 but to a hypotetical ¿nrózspoí
&v avppa~¡~v no¡c7wtccz irpó~ flúppov, as te construction in the next clause
(3.25.4) suggests: tnrózcpo¿ 5 ‘uy ~pstc¿v~xwrnd~g fionací~c... By this strained
and unreal interpretation of the protasis of 3.25.3, the term. á~p5tepoz in the
apodosis, frypcorrov Iro¿eíc&oazv &ptpázcpoí, becomes an absurdity in syntax.
mere is no getting around this difficulty, especially since the Punic likely will
have used an unambiguous form of .~nym («both», «the two»), as does the
Hebrew at Deut. 22.22: «if a man be found lying with a woman married to a
husband, then both shall die...» Notice the prallel at Gen. 21.27: >cai ¿íé»evzo
&¡upóupo¡ 8r~Sñ~o1v, which in the Vulgate is percusseruntque ambo foedus,
representing the MT’s krt bryt fnym25. Thus, even though ,ro,cicr&cí uvgpa~i~v
npóg viva is te normal Greek phrase for «to make an alliance with a person»,
its presence at 3.25.3, representing a lost Latin text written under the
22 See BDB, p. 767.
23 At Gen. 14.2, «they made war against Bera, king of Sodomo (St. Jerome’s contra B.) is
rendered by meta, which obviously does not mean «on Ihe side of». So too al Jud. 20.20 and 2
Reg. 19.9; simiíarly 1 Chr. 20.5 (meta and adversum). Observe that although the phrase «to
fight with» frequent¡y employs the preposition ‘t, «with» (Jos. 24.8; 1 Sam. 17.9; 1 Reg. 20.23; 2
Reg. 19.9; Jer. 37.10), al Ps. 35.1 it is unclear whether the word is the preposition or thc object-
markcr (BDB, p. 535).
24 So Flach, op. cii., p. 616: «FalIs sic (die Rómer oder dic Karthager) cia Búndnis...»; and
E. Ruschenbusch, Talanía 12-13 (1980-1981), p. 75: <cWenn ciner der beiden Vertragspartner.. .».
Both use «with» as does also Walbank, whose commentary exhiblts the type of conundrum often
encountcred in dealing with P3: «lf they make a written alliance with Pyrrhus, lct them makc it,
each or both. . .», and his further remark that «The sense is rather “leí cither (or both, as te case
may be) make it”...» (vol. 1, p. 350).
25 Cf. also 1 Reg. 3.18 and 1 Sam. 20.42 («wc have sworn both of us in the name of Ihe
Lord»). A bilingual inscription (Phoenician and Greek) from Malta, dating from about 180 B. C.(CIS 1, 122 ci l22bis=KAI no. 47), records a dedication lo Heracles by two sons. The Greek does
not have amphoíeroi in reference to Ihe pair («A and B, the ones of C»), but both Phoenician
texts use dxc equivalent of Ihe Biblical b¡y bny and the cditors ofthe Corpus transíate ambo j?lii.
For other citations, sen DISO, p. 314.
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influence of Punic diplomatic forms, provides no guarantee of the true
meaníng of that text.
Of course, there is a very good reason why so many scholars have
transíated 3.25.3 by «with Pyrrhus», namely, te fact that Polybius employs
the same or similar expression elsewhere in examples that leave no doubt
whatsoever about their meaning. Two will suifice: (a) 2.12.4, ,<xi z&~
avv&»cci.c... &g Parearob~vzo npóg roñq lÁÁvp¡oóg, and (b) 2.44.1, avv.%pávmv t&v
xcd aupp~í~v irpóg Aiza0mnóg26. Given this fact and the normaltransíation of te Greek idiom under question, it is no surprise tbat
authorities havé rejected the rendering «against Pyrrhus»27. However, these
parallels elsewhere in Polybius carry no weight regarding the meaning at
3.25.3 because in those instances, with one exception, he is not quoting a
Romano-Punie document composed some 150 years carlier, which itself
repeated stipulations of much older conventions28; elsewhere as a rule
Polybius refers to documents in the process of delineating Rome’s relations
with te Greek East (e. g., 11.5; 18.42,44; 21.32.2-14). Ihe exception is the
Oat of Hannibal to Philip V and the Macedonians (7.9), preserved by a
Byzantine compiler, which Bickerman has shown convincingly to derive from
a Semitic original29. Bickerman observed that in the Oath pros «occurs ten
times in a total of twenty-seven instances of the use of prepositions»30, a
frequency that seems excessive. In Pl, P2, and P3 the same preposition
(excluding sections restored and the Roman oath) occurs 5 times out of a
total use of 32 prepositions, surpassed only by en which appears 11 times
owing to the listing of geographical locatíons in Pl and P2. This frequency in
te Romano-Punic treaties cannot be labelled excessive; nevertheless, there
are oter elements that suggest, even if they do not prove, a Semitic
coloring3í. Finally, with respect to Polybius’ own diction, we must recognize
26 Cf. also his normal use ofa related idiom, dpi~vqv row¡o,9a,/&yczv npóg zívs (4.15.10; 4.16.3-
5; 5.107.6; 21.16.9; etc.). See A. Mauersberger, Polybios-Lexicon 1.2 (Berlin, 1961), col. 649.
27 Set Waíbank, vol. 1, p. 350 and Sí VA, vol. 2, pr,. 102-104. Among te exceptions who
prefer «agaínst» are Jules de Foucault in the Budé cd. (aboye n. 1) and lan Scott-Kilvert in the
Penguin series, Polybius, The Risc of the Roman Empire (New York, 1979), p. 202. Torelíi, op.
cit. (aboye o. 1), p. ¡79, gives an up-to-daíe lisí of thosc who transíate «wilh» or «against».
28 Polybius’ general survcy of alí the Romano-Punic treaties covers 3.21.9-28.5, wherein he
gives numerous direct quotations. The source for dic negotiations between Carthage and the
Syracusans is uncertain (7.4.2); set Walbank, vol. 2, p. 31.
29 E. Bickerinan, «An Oath of Hannibal», TAPA 75(1944), Pp. 87-102, and his «Hannibal’s
Covcnant», AJP 73 (1952), Pp. 1-23. Waíbank, vol. 2, PP. 42-43, seems to accept Bickerman’s
tesis. See now M. L. Barré, The God-Lisí in tire Treaíy between Hannibal and Piriho 1/ of
Macedonia (Baltituore, 1983).
30 «Oath», p. 91, a. 17.To some cxtcnt tus over-einpíoymení is explained by the fact that
pros. which in classicaí Greek takes acc., gen., and dat., was increasingly confined to the ace. ín
Ihe koine, but used abundantíy with that case.
31 lo thc Oat we fiad also the similar clause wilh customary Greck, «... aad wiíh whomever
in Ihe future we xnay have friendship and alliance in this country» (7.9.6). But ibis is part of a
long construction, which Bickerman labelled «sírange and ungrammatically assembled» («Cove.
nant>,, p. 8) and felí covered a Punic idiom. Compare his same comment («Oath», p. 99) about
anoter section of the Oat (7.9.10), which, like 3.25.3, bothers editors: Ioeo8c ¿É x~l i»Sv
caÚppri~o¡?> irpñq zñv ~rókpov,5~ ¿«nr ~gv irpóq ‘Pcopaiouq. Set further on this lopic below.
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that he uses pros in a more general manner, «in reference to, cóncerning»32,
although apparently never in a sense ‘quite comparable to 3.25.3, which is
exceptional under any circumstance. Two examples are especially illustrative:
(a) 5.105.6, irpóg voóc v~u¡dn~g zo npc¿nk»zov avv¿fl~ y~v¿a8~z («the same
thing happened in the case of the islanders») and (b) 3813.10, &nyópevoí dg
9vÁaKflv irp¿g v& ~pécc(«sent to prison concerninÉ te debts»)33. In the latter
case we may say that irpóc za ~péa denotes a double sense in its clause: te
debts already existed before the action described in the clause, and are the
cause of the imprísonment beingeifected as the remedy. Ifwe transíate 3.25.3
as «If they make an alliance concerning Pyrrhus», then ~rpñgHúppov
performs the same double function in its clause, i. e., Pyrrhus exists
beforehand and is the immediate cause of the alliance being formed, the
intended effect of which is to deal with him in the proper way34.
me Punie text of 3.25.3 obviously contained nothing so simple as a clause
with ‘It ‘1 pr’ nor the Latin one with contra Rurrom35, for in that case
Polybius surely would have written ,az& 1116ppov. Nor can we imagine a text
such as set ferient Ronianifo idus quom Cartaciniensibus ¡ti Burrom. mere will
have been too many Roman documents with statements like si Romatil
ferient foedus cum yo/seis ¡ti Saninites to have misled Polybius into thinking
that a hypothetical societatem iii Burrotn should be rendered by uvgpaxía
irpóc TIi5ppov36. Something other than contra or ¡ti must have stood in the
32 For this sense of Ihe preposition, set LSJ, s. y., C III 1.
33 J. Schweigháuser, Lexicon Folybianum (Leipzig, 1795), s. y., p. 520. My gratitude to Prof.
Jerker Blomqvisl for briging these citations and their meaning lo my atíention.
34 lo this connection we may cite a passage from the NT that illusírates, by a kind of reverse
process, Ihe nuances asiociated with pros by speakers of different tongues. In Acís 23.30 dxc
historical context conceras dic letter of Claudius Lysias lo Felix about dxc activities of St. Paul,
in which Lysias instructs Paul’s accusers Átyew zá irpág cdyráv ¿iri oo5. lo te King James Version
ibis is rendered, «to say before thee whaí they had against him» (Vulg. tít dicaní apud te). The
literal sense, as F, Field pointed out long ago in a commentary sílíl valuable, is «to say the dxings
concerning him lo you» [Otium Norvicense, pan 3: Notes on Selecí Passages of tire Greele
Tesíamení (Oxford, 1881), r,. 87]. The hostile tone of Lysias’ letter is self-evident, yel dxc Syriac
version has «that they should come and speak with him» (Peschito) —and this where the
cuslomary Syriac praclice was to render pros by iwaí. «towards», a version that would be fullyjustified where a verb of saying is tantamount to an accusation (cf. Brock, op. cii., p. 82). Even
though in this instance the transialor was attempting to convert an 1-E text into dxc proper
Semilic idiom, an obscure sense is the result. Whaí then is lo be expecled where a Greck
historian, hard pressed to understand early Latin aod wilh no knowledge of Semitic, approached
the «mosí intelligent» Romans about ancient treaties whose dipíomalic form was pervasively
Punic buí of whose very existence «they were ignoraní»?
~ According lo Cicero (de Oral. 48, 160) Burrus was Ihe form used by Ennius for the name
Pyrrhus, and it was reniarked by Q. Terentius Scaurus dxat quem Graeci ¡lopplav nos Byrriam, eí
quem nos Pyrnan aníiqui Burrum: H. Keil, Gramnialici Latini. vol. 7 (Leipzig, 1880), p. 14. Cf.
also Festus p. 28 L (s. y. «Ballenae»); Nonius 226, 29; Porphyrio adHor. Ars P. 403; and Quiní.
1.4.15. The philological rule (Greek p becomes Latin b in an initial accented syllable before the
vowel u) is discussed in W. M. Lindsay, Tire Latin Language (Oxford, 1894), Pp. 12 and 75. It
seems assured that te Latin of P3 also read Burrus. Buí there is no way of determining the
orthography of the Carthaginian text; hence 1 use p in transliterating te presumed Punic of P3,
i. e., pr’=Pyrrhus.
36 A question arises aboul which precise Latin word or phrase corresponded to Poíybius’
symmaciria. The Greek term has strong connotations, bot an otíensive and defensive league.
Latinfoedus covers a much wider range of meanings, sioce it may denote «treaty, alliance, pací,
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Latin text. me most Iikely Punic text, as we have seen aboye, will have been
written with 1, that is, ‘m ykrt ‘It ‘lpr’ (<df they make a pact to/for/concern-
ing Pyrrhusxj, the prefixed prepositional element indicating the rektionship
between verb and noun. In the Bible this preposition is not uncomxnonly the
equivalent of ad37. II the Latin text employed something lite leer/nt
anieieit¡am ad Burrom, expressing the dat. of the Punic, it is easy to see how
Polybius thought that a correct rendering would be augjn~íi irpóc rlúppov.
mis holds true even if the Punic were ka ‘it ‘t pr’ because the Semitic
preposition ‘t («with») is also represented by ad in the Vulgate3Ya. Nor does it
follow that a particular Punic phrase would necessarily have been reproduced
as foidus/societatem quom Burro, because the Biblical citations given aboye
show the variation possible even for a Latin transíator who, writing many
centuries later, was concerned with re-capturing in te imperial language the
truth of a great religious document. Similarly, in the LXX we have seen
treaty formulae rendered with the Greek dat. or with any cine of several
prepositions. To be sure, proof in tus matter is completely beyond reach and
1 do not pretend to have discovered the definitive solution38. Rut given the
choice among te most reasonable alternatives, and recognizing that a
periphrasis may have been present in either the Punic or Latin text, we can
say that since ad in Latin is te closest semantie equivalent of pros in Greek,
it is te most like¡y term corresponding to the Punie preposition in the treaty
formula. 1 suggest that ad (or something very similar) stood in te Latin text
at 3.25.3, that it represented Punie / in te formula krt ‘it 1 (or something very
similar), meaning an «alliance concerning Pyrrhus», and that Polybius for
reasons which shall remain forever obseure chose to transíate lrpóí flóppov.
Ieague, truco, bond of hosr,itality» (citations in Oxford Latin Dictionory, fasc. 3 (Oxford, 1911),
s. vi. Nevertheless, ibere is no doubt that K. J. Beloch’s view about sy,n.’nachia standing at
3.25.3 forpax is wrong (Griechiscire Gescirichie, 2d cd., vol. 4.2 (Berlin, 1927), pp. 476-4791. As
Schmitt in SíVA, vol. 3, r,. 102, reniarks, «dic Wiedergabe von pax durch foedus bzw. avg¡nyi~
ist in den Urkunden kw. bei Polybios nicht belegt». mus, a «treaty of peace» is out of the
question, aud Polybius’ tern, represents «alliance» (societas) or «treaty of alliance» (foedus). To
be sure, it has long been knowa that te term societas in St. Jerome regularly stands for
symmachia in dxc LXX, an equivalence also atiested in documents from the late Roman
Republic; cf. R. K. Sherk, Roman Documentsfrom ihe Greele East (Baítimore, 1969), p. 15; and
the Greek/Latin biingual CIL 12 730.
37 1 Reg. 12.27; Ps. 22.28; 1-los. 5.13.
“ Gen. 17.21; Ps. 105.9. More imr,ortantly, ‘ím («to blm») in the Punic text of Plautus’
Poenulus (verse 937) corresponds to the Latin ad eum (verse 958, «To him 1 carry this sherd of
hospitality»): sen Ch. Krahmalkov, «‘I’he Punic Speech of Hanno», Orientalia 39 (1970), p. 66. If
ad were used, ihere is te further complication that te text may have been written ob J3urrom,
forFestusstates that archaic writers such as Enniusused te preposilion ob forad(pp. 133, 187,
206, 218 L); te examples from Fesías are all employed with verbs of motion, buí loo few
examples have survived to posit a rigid rule, and the same may be said abo4l ihe Plautine verse.
38 For examples of variant expressions, observe thai apropos the terms of the Roman treaty
of 189 with the Aelolians, an expression of Polybius’ (21.32.6), xaa 3v xr*¿póv A¡rox4oi gsr&
‘Pwpaiav avvc,ro)4tovv, is rendered by Livy as cum mira praesidia Romana Aeioli essent(38.11.4). Describing dxc same eveol, Polybius has ZaxavSqio¡ ,rzo’rsúovrag z~ ‘Pwpa¡wv ouppayia
(3.15.8) and Livy uf ab Saguntinis. sociispopuli Romani, abstineret (21.6.4). A late poetical wriler
speaks of the alliance of Hannibal and Philip V againsí Rome in these terms: causa novi mo tus
Poenis regique Pirilippo ñ, bellwn Ausonium sociatae foedere vires (Sil., Pun. 15.290).
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Rut that this plirase does not mean «with Pyrrhus» emerges from a look at
the historical context, to which 1 now turn.
4. It is regrettable that a precise date for P3 cannot be determined, for
we should like to know how this formed a part of the Senate’s plan to cope
with Pyrrhus39. However, it is well known that the Senate exchanged
embassies with the king over the possibility of a peace with him. In te
sources tese are always depicted as (delaying?) negotiations, plans that never
came to fruition, and never does a Roman or Greek writer voice the opinion
that Rome (or Carthage) genuinely wished to make an alliance with its
enemy40. Fax is not symniach¡a. Both Rome and Carthage, we may surmise,
realized from te moment te Epirote king arrived in te West that his
ambitious character eventually would provoke a clash with one or both of the
major powers who possessed deep interests in Greek Italy and Sicily. It was
to teir advantage to unite against a common threat, and both parties liad a
long tradition of diplomatic co-operation.
In this respect it is necessary to mention another crux always associated
with P3, the so-called Phulinus treaty, the existence of which Polybius hotly
denied when simultaneously giving its provísíons: «That there was a treaty
between te Romans and the Carthaginians, according to which the Romans
39 R. E. Miíchell, Historia 20 (1971), r,. 653, io ah Iikelihood is correct in pror,osing that P3
was negoliated while Pyrrhus was still in Ilaly, following the battle of Ausculum, but before he
had croised over into Sicily in 278.
~OAfter ihe batile of Heraclea (280) Pyrrhus received the eovoy Rome had sení to negotiate
about the return of prisoners, and in turn sent his own envoy to Rome to discuss the possibiíity
of a peace treaty. [Therepon in Appian, Sam. 10, that Pyrrhus wanted «peace. friendshir,, and
ahliance» wiih Rome, is nothing more than late historiographical reconstruction of the expected
dipíomatic language; eísewhere Appiao speaks oníy of «peace». The same is true of Plut., Pyrr.
19.4, where ihe Romaos send Pyrrhus ihe message thai they would discuss pirilia leai symmaciria
as soon as he lelí Italy; a few char,ters later (21.4), in a r,assage repealed almosí verbaíim, ihe
message is aboul pulía leai eiréné.] A rousing speech by Apr,ius Claudius Caeces, lo the efIecí
thai Rome musí never make peace with any loe who invaded Itahian soil, swayed Ihe Senate to
rejecí terms. Anoiher victory br Pyrrhus at Auscuíum (279) was followed by furíher negolia-
tions for peace, ihe king being anxious lo respond lo Ihe Syracusan appeal for helr, againsí
Caríhage (on ihe verge of taking ah Sicily). Buí ihese negotiations apr,arcntly never resulted iii a
treaty of peace (contra Appian, 5am. 12, whose synthéleai probably refers to a truce; so
Garoufalias, op. cii. (aboyen. 1), p. 377 n. 218), partly because Mago appeared at Rome with a
Punic fIeet and an olEen of assistance. The Senate declined Mago’s invitalion, and possibíy
declined simultaneously the king’s peace offer; Justin alone says (18.2.6) thai Fabricius actualíy
mude peace wiíh Pyrrhus, buí even this source, Iike every other, admiís that it was never ratified
by ihe Seoate. The Punic leader then sailed away from Rome to visit Pyrrhus; what was
discussed is endlessly debated by moderas, buí it seems clear thai Canthage’s objcctive was lo
ketp Pyrrhus orn of Sicily. The king being obstinate, Mago returned to Rome and concluded an
agreemení with Rome, usualíy identified with P3. It is conceded by vintually alí modern wniters
thai Rome required Carihaginian naval asíltance in order lo b¡ockade Tarentum and hinder
possible reinforcemenis from Epirus reaching Pyrrhus, whi¡e Canihage realized thai in order to
complete iheir subjugation of Sicily, ihe king must be held in Italy lhrough continued Roman
opposition lo him; ihus, if he did cross oven to Siciíy, and if ihe two powers made an alliance
«againsí» him, he would in thai case lace a war on íwo fronts. Qn aB Ibis, wiíh fulí bibliography
and references to Ihe confused sources, see Garoufalias, ibid., Pp. 93-99, 193-198, and esp. n. 8 on
Pp. 381-382; also H. 1-1. Scullard, A History of ihe Roman World 753 to 146 B. C.. 4th ed.
(London, 1980), pp. 483-484 nos. 16-18.
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were obliged to keep away from alí Sicily, and the Carthaginians from alí
Italy» (3.26.3)~’. me Philinus treaty has long been a disputed topie in
modern scholarship, but increasingly the consensus is to accept it as
authentic, despite Polybius’ disavowal42, and to identify it with the treaty of306 B. C. referred to by Livy as «thc third» (9.43.26)~~. Now if there were a
treaty like that called «Philinus», which prohibited both contracting parties
from interfering in their respective spheres of influence, then any additional
agreement between te two partners concerning Italy and Sicily would need
to clarify their obligations vis-á-vis the previous document. The first sentence
of P3 at 3.25.3 constitutes precisely such a «qualifying clause», i. e., even
though it had been agreed previously that each party was not allowed to
intervene in the other’s territory, Pyrrhus’ awesome military successes in Italy
and his anticipated arrival in Sicily compelled both states to lift the
prohibition of an earlier treaty. P3 was designed to deal with. Pyrrhus,
whether in Italy or in.Sicily, and from its terms one may reasonably deduce
the existence of the Philinus treaty of 306 8. ~
mis interpretation, if accepted, offers a sensible means for resolving the
problems traditionally associated wit the punctuation of the opening clause
of 3.25.3 and with the sense of the hina-clause. Walbank surveys the history
of opinion about whether a comma is to be placed before or after the word
«written» and opts, like Reloch, for au¡qn~¡a ~‘yy¡nwroqon the basis of other
Polybian instances wherein these two words are linked together45. But again,
Polybian usage elsewhere is essentially irrelevant for a transiation of a
Romano-Punic document. Although a phrase lite <written alliance» concei-
vably occurred in both early Roman and Punie texts, none is extant today.
However, a relevant expression appears in the last ¡mes of the Marseilles
Tariff, a Punic stele from the late third or early second century B. C., «Every
payment which is not specifíed in this tablet shall be made in accordance with
41 In an ear¡ier passage (1.14.2-3) Polybius is very hard on Phiíinus, accusing him of being
pro-Punic; sae Walbank, vol. 1, Pp. 64-65.
42 In favor of the Philinus treaty: A. J. Toynbee, Hannibal’s Legacy, vol. 1 (Oxford, 1965),
PP. 543-550; R. E. Mitche¡l, op. cii., pr,. 633-655; F. Hampí in 1-1. Temporini, ANRW 1, 1 (Berlin,
1972), Pp. 422-423; D. Mustí in idem 1, 2 <Berlin, 1972), Pp. 1139-1140; J. Heurgon, Tire iRise of
Rome to 264 B. C.. Eng. trans. (Berkeley, 1973), p. 212; K. Meister, Hisioriscire Kritik bei
Polybius (Wiesbaden, 1975), Pp. 134-138; Scullard, op. cii., p. 487; and Ruschenbusch, op. cii.,
Pp. 75-76. Radian, however, in a recent note (¡oc. cii., aboye n. 1) favors accer,ting Polybius’
views on the Philinus treaíy. For other references see Sí VA. vol. 3, Pp. 54-55. Those opposed to
acceptance of the Philinus treaty íend to speak in terms similar to Walbanks: «... for it is
impossible thai at so early a date the Romans claimed Italy as their sphere of influence, wiíh
Tarentum untouched and Ihe Samnites not yet fínally defeated» (vol. 1, p. 354). Judgmeut is
ditYicult is so convoluted a topic, but in my opinion the speech of Appius Claudius Caecus, even
if preserved in an exaggerated form, reflecís the atíltude of ihe Senate ca. 300 B. C.
43 An immediate deduction is thai P3, the third in Po¡ybius’ list, is actually ihe fourth treaty
concluded between Rome and Carthage. Livy staíes (Periocira 13) that in 279 Rome’s treaty with
Carthage «was renewed for a fouríh lime».
~ This yiew is not new; so Mitchelí and Meister, loe. cii. (aboye n. 42), and D. W. Bradeen,
«Relations beiween Rome and Carthage to 265 B. C.», unpublished M. A. ihesis, Univ. of
Cincinnati, 1943, Pp. 52-55.
45 Walbank, vol. 1, r,. 350. Cf. St VA, p. 102; and Toynbee, op. cii., PP. 547-548 br a
trenchaní critique of Beloch’s unusual punctuation and emendation of 3.25.3.
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how it is arranged in writing (kmdt ~t bktb[t])..A6. We should punetuate...,
~yyp~urzov IToIciaOoJactv &¡upózcpoz,... because both states wished to have the
«proviso» inseribed on bronze or stone in order that neither would have te
occasion for blaming the other with a violation of the Philinus treaty.
Let us now look at the troublesome Yv& A~,f fio~adv &AÁñ>nzg Av nf zó5v
noÁqzouptvwv xóní~~. Recognizing that caution must be exercised in any
endeavor to re-create te sense of a lost documení by analyzing te extant
Greek rendering of it, 1 believe it is plausible to propose that this clause
disguises a Punie idiom rather Ihan a Latin one. A striking resemblance is
found in a sentence of the Oath (7.9.12): ¿iv &~id~a¡ ‘Pwpcdoz aovdSea,9ea ~xcp~
9I2i~g, avv9qaóp&9i, ¿haz’ elvea irpág óg&g n~v xón)v qn¿iav, &p’ oiu ¡a) t~d-
vea a6rotg x&. In both this sentence of the Oath and in 3.25,3 the verb is
repeated (auvzf~9qgz and nozt,w respectively) and the conjunctions «Luz’
and Yv~ A~q9 are used to state the intended resulí. What is beguiling is tal the
hina-clause appears to perform a double function, 1. e., ít combines the
notion of positive purpose («in order that they may provide aid to cadi
other») with te conditions under which that aid might be given («in Ihe
other’s sphere of influence [te Philinus treaty being temporarily suspende-
d]»). Whereas Aq’oJre of the Oath is equivalent to Latin ita... ut, the essence
of ‘Ivcc at 3.25.3 is tat of a final ut and in Hellenistie Greek Yv~ often has the
same consecutive meaning as d~azs, as the example in Ihe Oath illustrates;
indeed, clauses of purpose and intended result serve the same function in
Biblical Greek47. Such clauses often appear in Hebrew as the infínitive-
construct (cf. 1 Sam, 11.2), which however was reproduced by the Septuagint
translators with a Greek imitation, the monotonous Av z&±mf. of tie
Bible48. Roman senators who read Punic documents, and Polybius who read
Latin tablets, were not bound by such practices. me extraordinary syntax of
3.25.3, 50 resistive to a satisfactory solution, is best taken as an attempt to
reproduce a Latin phrase tat obscurely mirrored some Punic usage, which
was probably an infinitve-construct expressing the designed result of an
alliance and the conditions under which tal purpose might be achieved: «If
they make an alliance concerning Pyrrhus, tey bot sialí have it stipulated
in writing, in order that it may be permitted (against previous restrictions)
46 CIS 1, 165=1CM no. 69; cf. Tomback, op. cii., p. 150. Something similar r,robabíy
underlies a clause in P2 (3.24.6): «lf any of the Carthaginians take any peoples, with whom peace
is written with ihe Romans...» (irpág o6g cIp4vn pla ¿arív Iyyp«nzog ‘Pwpaio¡g). In the Bible the
engrapton al Ps. 149.9 is a irapax. For ibis and citations to engrapirein, see E. Hatch and H. A.
Redpath, A Concordance to ihe Septuaginí (rpt. Graz, 1954), s. y.
<~ Cf. F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greele Gra.’nmar of ihe New Tesiamení and Oiher Early
Chrisiian Literature, trans by Robert W. Funk (Chicago, 1961), no. 391, pr,. 197-198; and W. F.
Amdt and F. W. Gingrich, A Greek-Engiish Lexicon of ihe New Testamení antE Otirer Early
Cirristian Literature, 2d cd. (Chicago, 1979) (a transíation of W. Bauer’s Gr.-d. Wñrterbucir zu
NT), s. y. hina, 11.2, Pp. 377-378. ‘I’hese authorities point out that in the NT hina can be
substituted for the mf. of resulí, and that oltea it is impossibíe lo distinguish between purpose
and intended result.
48 Cf. Brock, op. cii.. p. 82. Por dxc infinitive-construct in Punic, set Segerí, op. cii., p. 198,
who observes that «The construcí infinitive with ¡ aher a finite verb can express finality,
consequence. or a more detailed explication».
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for the Romans to enter Sicily to help the Carthaginians militarily (Airi
noÁtpco) and for the Cartaginians to enter Italy to help the Romans
militarily49.» Accordingly, what appears to be an into¡erable táutology inGreek («If they make an alliance..., both shall make it») acquires some logic.
That is why 3.25.3 ends with Av z~ utw zto2epovptvwv ~cbp~, and that is why
the text reads A~fl flo~~9c?v &¿k~¿o¡c and not simply fio~9d~rnv &¿¿~oz~. When
two states create a military alliance, its logical purpose is to commit both
partners to helping each other against a common enemy, not merely allowing
them to help. Clearly, in 279/8 circumstances were different.
Finally and as a consequence of te aboye argumentation, since we are
dealing with a military alliance of positive intent between Rome and
Cartage (even if one that was never fully implemented)50, it follows that the
opening clause (t&v.,, irpág flóppov) expresses the immediate cause for the
possibility of that alliance being formed and eo ¡pso indicates te source of
hostility to the alliance-partners. The sense of the original Punic and Latin
49 The Phiíinus treaiy, on this view, wilI have contained a stipulation very close in wording to
that of Pl (3.22.13) by which ihe Carthaginians were prohibited lrom military activity iii Latium:
¿dv (hq nokép¡o¡ eSq t~v ~ó.~p«vduLt%w¡v, kv ,uf yó,prs y» Avvuxupeíiázcoaav. The Philinus treaty
marks a natural r,rogression in ihe restricíions thai each party had imposed Qn the other in Pl
and P2; ihus, in Pl thc Romans and iheir allies couíd trade in Libya and Sardinia under ceríain
condiiions, buí in P2 they are excluded from ihese arcas aliogeiher. Since, however, in
Carthaginian Siciíy they could trade according to both PI and P2, and since Carihage sti¡l did
noí have lulí control of ihe island in 306, the activity proscribed by tite Philinus treaty can have
been only military in nature («in arms»). Precisely such a r,hrase existed in ihe Ebro ireaty
(Polyb. 2.13.7; 3.27.9), and a corroborating parallel comes ftom ihe proposal of Syphax in 204
(Appian, Libyca 17) in his ciforí to reconcile tbe Romans and the Carthaginians: y»rs ‘Pwpaiopq
A¡fiúqg ¡¿í¡ze Knp~nóoviou ‘Iz«¿isq kur¡ficdvc¡v ¿ni ,roAtpw. (Cl. Polyb. 14.1.9 and Zonaras 9.12.)
~O me question conccrns whether 3.25.3 was ever put into efYect as a truc alliance, and if it
were not, is it correct to designate P3 as an autheníic íreaty? Wc inay answer thcse poinís as
follows. First, Polybius explicitly labels his text a syníirékai, in which «they observe aI¡ the
provisions agreed upon with respecí to dic existing agreemenis» (3.25.2), but more importantly
he avers ihal in ihe first treaty (¿ni ¡¿kv n~v np¿tro3v auv,9flxav) the Carthaginians «sworc by their
ancestral gods» and the Romans by Jupiter Lapis, «but in the other treaties (Md & zoCyrwv) by
Mars and Quirinus» (3.25.6). The best way lo irení ihe Greek here is «in ihe second and third
treaties» (so J. L. Strachan-Davidson, Selectionsfrom Polybius (Oxford, 1888), p. 175 n. 6), and
although Polybius does nol inform us by what gods the Carthaginians swore for P2 and P3, there
is no doubt dial they did so . One does nol swear over a drafí ol a possibíe alliance. The special
clause of 3.25,3, ofien termed a «rider», specified a condition for an alliance and was an integral
part of the treaty (P3) ralified and sworn to by both parties. There was only one documení,
which contained a spccial contingency clause because at dxc time of swearing both parties
anticipated imr,íementing P3 with thc fuji al¡iance made possible by it (in which case there would
have been a separate document). Buí Rome soon apparently hesitated in actually making thc
alliance itsell, utiiizing instead for a short time whaí we might cali thc «spirit» of an alliance
created by P3. Qn this point Mitchell (op. cii., p. 653) is surely corred in supposing that ihe event
which precipitated Rome’s change of hearí was Pyrrhus’ crossing over into Sicily; once the king
was out of ltaly, Rome experienced little desire to strengthen Punic power in Sicily. Secondly,
most schoíars believe thai ihere is evidence of some co-operation by the two parties againsí
Pyrrhus, íhough admittedly not much. A fragment from Diodorus (22.7.5) staies, «The
Carthaginians, having made an alliance (sy,ntnach¿a) with thc Romans, took 500 men Qn their
own ships, and disembarking these meo at Rhegium. . .». Also, some numismatists are convinced
that Punic silver provided the metal br a series ofRoman didrachms, the resulí of P3. l-lowever,
Mitcheli feelí thai thc Diodoran narrative concerns 500 Campanian troops ferried by Carthage
lrom Sicily lo Rhcgium (ibid. p. 650), and exprcsses his disagrccment wiih ihe numismatic
interpretation: Numismatic Cirronicle 6 (1966), pp. 65-70.
Polybius 3.25.3 ¿‘«An Al/lance concerning Pyrrhus») 139
texts, therefore, was liber Pyrrhus, and tat in 279/8 meant gegen, not mit
Pyrrhus51. Polybius did not actually err in writing ,rp¿k Tlóppov. He must
have understood that a .treaty concerning Pyrrhus in this historical context
could only mean an áiliance directed against the king. me reason why
Polybius did not write x~r& Jláppov or some other unmistakably hostíle
plirase was tat te Latin original contained a phrase that was ambiguous in
the same way as npág fláppov i. e., the ambiguity is only apparent, for the
historical context excludes misunderstanding. It is ironic that Polybius, in
attempting to give a most careful rendering of these Latin texts (3.21.9, 22.3),
inadvertently caused difflculty for his modern readers52.
SI For ihese reasons 1 cannol accepí ihe exp¡anations of 3.25.3 ibat are puí forth by ihose
who tiranslate «with Pyrrhus». To mention only two: Walbank thinks that Rome and Carthage
eacb wishcd to mainíain ihe right. should eithcr make an alliance widx Pyrrhus, to send aid to
ibe one attacked in its own territory, buí «such help would not in itself involve commiííing dxc
partner sending it to a state of war with ibe aggressor; and in any case ibe clause is mcrcly
permnissive,.Tva A~ fioq&¡v» (vol. 1, p. 350). This view strains credence. It supposes that Rome, if
she made analliance wiih Pyrrhus who subsequently went to war against Caribage, could give
aid to Carihage wiibout embroiling her own rclations wiib Pyrrhus —and this tw appealing to
thc very terms of P3. As we have noted, aboye, thc hina-clause is much more iban «merely
permissive», k,r it creates special conditions in order that the two parties might assist one
anoiher agaiost a common enemy. Flach, op. cii. (aboye n.l), p. 616, has recently proposed a
variant of this tkeme: if eiiber pariy concluded an alliance wiib Pyrrhus, it could not be done in
such a way as te cause Rome or Carihage to change their relationship: «Pyrrhus couíd not
thereby hope thai Rome or Carthage would completely iurn around and in a sudden about-face
renounce the assurances of the alliance for assistance. His room for negotiating was ibus
curtailed. The dan~r that he mighi manipulate Rome and Carthage againsí one another was
prevented by dxc cleverly worded agreement». Rut are we to imagine that the crafiy Pyrrhus was
looled into ihinking thai he could make an advantageous alliance wiib Rome and Caríhage on
ihese terms? Where was ihe beneflí br hixn in such an agretment, which certainly did not
envision serious military assitance br his own aims?
52 1 express my gratitude to dxc bollowing scholars, who have ofl’cred ibeir help Qn various
portions of ibis papa but who are in no way responsible for the views propounded herein or any
errors that may remain: Prof Jerker Blomqvisi (Copenhagen), Dr. Jesse L. Boyd III (Fort
Worth), aoci Prof. Emeritus Leslie F. Smith (Oklahoma).

